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ACROSS
1. Don't go straight
7. Composer and violinist Pablo de ___
15. "The Elephant Queen" of "RuPaul's Drag Race"
16. Vegan stuff
17. Ruin, as a picnic
18. Lost
19. Integration method
20. Personalized Nintendo creation of sorts
21. "Giddap, ___!"
22. Title for Pablo Neruda
23. Characteristic of Christina Rossetti's poems
25. Unspoken rules
27. Yosemite's Clouds Rest, for one
31. Where to find a "Stolen Car" and a "Wreck on the Highway"
35. Hangry one, often
36. Made a raid
37. Subordinates of old
38. Sensory enticements
39. Nail
40. Way to see better
41. Vergara's TV stepdaughter
42. Certain joint
44. Apt. features
48. She duetted with Harvey on "If I Can't Have You"
51. "Would you like some 5-Down?" "___!!!!"
52. Seller's dishonest purchase
54. Site of some celebratory dances
56. Archaically always
57. Says it's cool
58. Stoppage
59. Trait of the "Jingle Bells" horse
60. Fashion designer Jean

3. "___, shine, for thy light is come"
4. Ulyanov, later
5. Dish whose name means "fried as you like it"
6. They have visible roots
7. Nigerian prince, usually
8. Off-Axis ones?
9. Like Advent candles
10. Small NiCad
11. Catholic Church's "Little Flower"
12. "I get it"
13. Cazh items
14. They're made of periods
24. Why
26. Like a Divina DeCampo wig
28. Virginie, e.g.
29. Faraway prefix
30. Language for some bards
31. Big name in nonstick

32. Dance with a boost
33. "Let's Get It On" impulse
34. Robotic actor?
35. Possibly-Paleo baked good
37. Pinky-swear
39. Brand with a triangle in its logo
41. Gals who can squat 250+, figuratively
43. Pointer's word
45. KOA users
46. It's hard to get out of them
47. Impression
48. "No matter," to Nietzsche
49. Easy Halloween costume
50. Picturesque picnic spot
53. ___ the bed
55. Clink

DOWN
1. 1990s combatant
2. Parties often held alfresco
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